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Why do volcanoes go "ka-boom!"? This unique approach to vulcanology is highly inspiring to young

children. The use of carefully selected images only help in driving home certain points of discussion.

This is a picture book that your child will definitely love and learn the most from. Don't forget to grab

a copy today!
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At Speedy Publishing, we envision our company and publishing arm as being a premier publisher of

quick-reference materials, useful reference books, fiction books in all sub-genres and creative

non-fiction to both entertain and assist readers worldwide in reading a fun and exciting books and

also accomplishing their educational and professional goals. We continually update our products,

ensuring accuracy of information, making sure they are fun and entertaining. Our products are

always available in whatever format our readers need.

I was given the opportunity to review Volcanoes - Why Do They Happen?: Volcanoes for Kids

(Children's Earthquake & Volcano Books) Kindle Edition by Baby Professor. I am always very

pleased to be able to review one of Baby Professors Books. We have a large collection of Baby

Professors Books, and this one like all the others is great. The photography in the book is amazing.

The pictures are nice enough to hang on walls. I have three kids who all love learning. We tend to

use these books as beginning books, to start the conversation going about the said topic. The one

complaint that I have about Baby Professor Books is that the vocabulary used is a little difficult for



kids. As long as an adult reads the book with kids, and can explain the vocublary it should not be an

issue. I found the book perfect for all three of my kids, ages, 5, 10 and 11. My five year old seemed

fascinated with the pictures and the information next to the pictures went along perfectly. The

information fit the pictures perfectly. It was just enough information for the five year old, while I think

the older two would have liked to have a little bit more information. I have to say I like the way the

book is broken down to a basic format that even a five year old can understand. I think the beautiful

Pictures help to keep kids interested, and it gets them talking. Overall I think this is a great book and

I would highly recommend this book to everyone. Please note: I received this book for free or at a

discount in exchange for my honest review.

I really like the books in this "Baby Professor" series. Right now there are about 200 books for either

free or for 99 cents. This one currently is free therefore I give it a 5 star review. Otherwise, if I had

paid for it I may have given it a 4 star for some grammatical errors. I would have given it an even

lower rating if I had paid for the full paperback price.If you look at the "Look Inside" feature on , you

can see the type of vivd pictures and paragraphs associated with each. This format stays through

out this book (and the others in the series as well.) It's full of fun shorts facts that don't go into much

detail.I can pull these books up on my iPad and read them with my kids (or better yet have them

read them) at certain "down times" (waiting for the other one to finish sports practice, waiting in a

doctors office, etc.) I also have a friend with a 3 year old daughter who I entertain sometimes during

games and practices. I think she will really enjoy looking through the books and all the

pictures.Overall very cool ebook.*****I received this e-book for free in exchange for my honest

review.*****

This was another awesome book! The Baby Professor books are great tool when wanting to have

your young readers start learning new subjects.These are great quick reads that are visually

stimulating as well as fun to read. These are meant to be reference tools not whole subject books.

Each of the books tend to be about 18 pages long, just enough to intrigue growing minds. I nanny

two young children and I'm always trying to keep them busy with new things to do. I really like that I

can download these books onto my tablet with the  kindle app and have access to them whenever I

want. It makes it a lot easier than carrying around a whole bunch of books and cleanup is amazing! I

like to have these available when we are running errands and the kids are bored. They are just

enough information that allows the kids to learn something in a short period but even makes them

excited to learn more about the subjects. " Volcanoes: Why do they happen" is an interesting book



that describes volcanoes, how they are formed, and why and how they erupt.This is perfect for

young little readers, both boy and girls, who like learning new things. I did receive the book at a

discount or for free for my unbiased review. My opinions and feelings about the product are 100%

my own and haven't been swayed in anyway. If you liked my review and found it helpful, please feel

free to give it a like.

This book is fairly short and that works well for younger children with a short attention span. I would

say this book is best for the 4-6 year old range. As with all the Baby Professor series the pictures

are stunning. Adults and children alike will enjoy learning new facts. Even as an adult I enjoyed the

book and wish it was longer.It is a great little book that is delivered in bite size pieces for young

children to understand and enjoy. Each page features a fact and a pertinent picture. These are a

great starting point for a deeper conversation that you can tailor to their age and curiosity. I

recommend reading the Kindle version on a computer or color tablet to get the full effect of the color

pictures.I received the opportunity to review many of the Baby Professor books and I highly

recommend them. I love the idea of electronic books. You can download a whole bunch of different

books for the kids to read. Kids will love to read them over and over again and enjoy the pictures. I

love that they are learning based and not just silly little stories with no meaning. I have no problem

letting them sit down with the tablet and look through books, plus it is portable!Disclosure: I received

this product when it was free to download for all buyers. I did not guarantee a positive review and

was not compensated for reviewing the product.If you found this review helpful please click the

"Yes" button below, thank you!

This is an excellent ebook for kids! As a teacher of elementary students, I would love to incorporate

this ebook into a small group activity where I present a main idea or topic to the whole class and

then they break up in small groups and discover more material on their own. My mind was

continuously racing as I read through this book thinking of different projects I could make on this

topic. It is the perfect age group to let them use a kindle to explore and what a better way to do so

than with this ebook! I will totally let other teachers know of this opportunity and will keep this seller

in mind with other ebooks available. I received this product free for reviewing purposes, however my

opinions are all my own.
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